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THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF WHITE ROCK

15322 BUENA VISTA AVENUE, WHITE ROCK, B.C. V4B 1Y6

September 20, 2018
A MEETING of the ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE will be held in the CITY
HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 15322 Buena Vista Avenue, White Rock on WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 26, 2018, at 4:00 p.m. for the transaction of business listed below.
Tracey Arthur
Director of Corporate Administration

AGENDA
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

AGENDA APPROVAL
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee adopts the agenda for the September 26, 2018
meeting as circulated.

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

Page 2

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee adopts the May 31, 2017 minutes as circulated.
4.

EAST BEACH REVITALIZATION PROJECT
Page 5
Project Consultants Daniel Leonard, Vice President, Westmar Advisors Inc., and Cory Beetles,
Senior Fisheries and Aquatics Manager, Hatfield Consultants, to provide an update regarding the
East Beach revitalization project.

5.

2019 PROPOSED CANADIAN SAND CASTLE COMPETITION
Page 13
The Director of Recreation and Culture to provide information regarding a proposal received from
the White Rock Events Society to host a Canadian Sand Castle Competition in 2019.
Note: Engineering Report on Page 5 refers to Items 4 and 5.

6.

VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE RECOGNITION EVENT
The Committee is invited to attend the Volunteer Appreciation Event, to be hosted on Wednesday,
October 3, 2018 at 5:15 p.m. at the White Rock Community Centre.

7.

MEETING SCHEDULE
To be determined.

8.

CONCLUSION OF THE SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING
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PRESENT:

G. Saunders, Chairperson
J. Lawrence, Vice Chairperson
S. Hamm
M. MacNeill

COUNCIL
LIAISON:

Councillor M. Knight

ABSENT:

M. Benny
B. Clark
Councillor G. Meyer (Alternate)

STAFF:

G. St. Louis, Director of Engineering and Municipal Operations
G. Diogan, Committee Clerk
S. Lam, Deputy City Clerk
Press: 0
Public: 3

1.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 4:03 p.m.

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2017-ENV-005 It was MOVED and SECONDED

THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee adopts the agenda for the May 31, 2017
meeting as circulated.
CARRIED

3.

2017-ENV-006

4.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
April 5, 2017
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee adopts the minutes of the April 5, 2017
meeting as circulated.
CARRIED
ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIC PLAN
The Director, Engineering and Municipal Operations provided a review of the PowerPoint
presentation that was submitted to the April 5, 2017 meeting titled “2008 Environmental
Strategic Plan Overview”. The presentation provided an overview of the 2008
Environmental Strategic Plan (the Plan) - its objectives regarding water, land and air. In
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addition, a summary was provided of the priority items identified in the Plan that have
been completed, as well as a number of additional items within the Plan that have been
completed or will be completed in 2017.
Committee members were asked to share their comments on the Plan and agreed that as the
Plan was developed in 2008, there may be goals and objectives that have been completed
or are no longer relevant. It was suggested that the itemized list of Action Items in the
Implementation Plan titled “Appendix A” of the Plan be updated as the status of these
items is required for the Committee to bring forward recommendations in the form of a
work plan for Council’s consideration. In addition, the Committee voiced the importance
of sharing “success stories” i.e. projects that have been completed and other good news
items with the public through the City’s website and communication channels.
Committee members discussed and agreed that implementation of an annual “report card”
would be a useful tool to monitor the status of the Plan goals and, again, would require a
revised Appendix A prior to the Committee making any recommendations. Staff
referenced the City’s Annual Report which provides a list of all major accomplishments
within the City.
After discussion of various items in the Plan and an update of those items from staff, the
Committee determined it could make the most impact by initially focusing on short term
priorities (1-5 years). In this regard the Committee considered several items, including:
-

the benefit of installing mooring buoys versus the use of anchors;
the implementation of electric vehicle charging stations for use by the public in the
Town Centre and Marine Drive; and
creating awareness and education of environmental values through signage at the
beach.

There were several questions from Committee members to staff regarding White Rock’s
drinking water and what is being done to monitor the impact of chloramine on the riparian
environment and aquifer. Staff provided details regarding Council’s decision to switch
from chlorine to chloramine and advised that a corporate report on this subject was
presented to Council at its April 24, 2017 regular meeting (available for view on the City’s
website).
2017-ENV-007

It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee recommends Council direct staff to:
1.
Review and provide status of items in Appendix A of the 2008 Environmental
Strategic Plan;
2.
Review public beach signage and what is currently in place, and report back to the
Committee;
3.
Renew mooring buoy projects; and
4.
Consider the feasibility of public electric charging stations.
CARRIED
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5.

FOLLOW-UP FROM APRIL 24, 2017 COUNCIL MEETING
The Environmental Advisory Committee noted that its recommendation (below) from the
April 5, 2017 meeting was received by Council at its April 24, 2017 regular meeting.
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee recommends to Council that the
revegetation of the Hump be addressed in the near future, and made a higher priority
in the City’s workplan.

6.

NEXT MEETING
To be determined.

7.

CONCLUSION OF THE MEETING
The Chairperson declared the meeting concluded at 5:24 p.m.

G. Saunders, Chairperson

G. Diogan, Committee Clerk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF WHITE ROCK
CORPORATE REPORT
DATE:

September 26, 2018

TO:

Environmental Advisory Committee

FROM:

Jim Gordon, P.Eng.
Director of Engineering and Municipal Operations

SUBJECT:

Sand Castle Competition and East Beach Revitalization Projects –
Environmental Review
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee
1. Receive for information the corporate report dated September 26, 2018 from the Director of
Engineering and Municipal Operations titled “Sand Castle Competition and East Beach
Projects – Environmental Review.”
_____________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
This report provide a summary of the potential environmental issues and environmental
execution strategy for the Sand Castle Competition and the East Beach waterfront projects:
Finlay storm outfall upgrades, east beach erosion protection, marina expansion, White Rock Pier
restaurant, and Coldicutt pedestrian overpass.
BACKGROUND
White Rock’s waterfront is an economic driver attracting residents and visitors to the area for its
stunning views, boutique shops, dining by the sea, as well as festivals and events held throughout
the year. A multi-faceted waterfront area will provide more experiences and opportunities for the
public to explore and invest in White Rock. The completion of a feasibility study for the
proposed East Beach waterfront projects is a 2014-2018 Council priority.
In March 2018, the City retained Westmar Advisors Inc., supported by Hatfield Consultants, to
conduct a feasibility study for five East Beach waterfront projects (Finlay storm outfall upgrades,
east beach erosion protection, marina expansion, White Rock Pier restaurant, and Coldicutt
pedestrian overpass) and an environmental review of the Sand Castle Competition.
A map identifying the project locations can be found in Exhibit 1 of Appendix A.
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Existing Environmental Conditions
The consulting team reviewed the existing environmental conditions for the project areas. A
summary of the existing conditions are as follows:
•

Fish
•
•
•
•
•
•

Years of extensive hard-armouring within the high-intertidal and supratidal zones, used to
protect the BNSF from erosion, have created low-productivity conditions and prevented
natural sediment input from upland areas.

Current conditions are much less favourable for spawning of small forage fish due to hard
armouring and a lack of sand/gravel.
The sandy intertidal flats provide habitat for mollusk sand crustaceans, as well as rearing
habitat for juvenile marine flatfish.
Dungeness crabs and ghost shrimp can be found on the sandy flats of Semiahmoo Bay in
high numbers.
Semiahmoo Bay may provide habitat for sensitive freshwater fish species such as
sturgeon and pacific salmonids.
The Little Campbell River is noted as one of the few watercourses to contain Salish
Sucker, a threatened species under the federal Species at Risk Act.
A recent list of freshwater and marine fish species that may occur in Boundary Bay
includes 62 native species illustrating high aquatic biodiversity in the area.

Birds
• The Pacific flyway migration corridor passes over Semiahmoo Bay, making it an
important link for over 1 million migratory shorebirds and waterfowl.
• The mudflats and eelgrass beds provide feeding opportunities for grebes, ducks, loons,
gulls, and many other birds including the protected Great Blue Heron and threatened
Marbled Murrelet.
Marine Mammals
• Any marine mammals known to occur in the Strait of Georgia and/or Salish Sea may also
occur in Semiahmoo Bay at some point during the year.
• Grey whales have been observed, and the subtidal areas are known to provide feeding
areas for harbor seals, porpoises, and killer whales.
• There is a possibility that the Bay may provide feeding habitat for SARA-listed harbor
porpoise and South Resident Killer Whale.
Little Campbell River Watershed
• One of the most important salmon rivers in the Lower Mainland for its size, and contains
a large quantity of good quality, low-gradient fish habitat.
• One of the few rivers identified to contain a population of Salish Sucker, the river and
associated estuary/foreshore habitat provides habitat for other SARA-listed species such
as Oregon Forest snail, Pacific Water Shrew, and Red-Legged Frog.
Eelgrass
• Eelgrass meadows represent critical habitat for many life stages of marine animals,
including rearing habitat for young salmonids, spawning habitat for herring, and feeding
habitat for marine mammals.
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•
•

Semiahmoo Bay has large, continuous, eelgrass beds within the subtidal zone, and some
patches in the mid-and low-intertidal.
The stewardship group Friends of Semiahmoo Bay Society conducted small-scale
eelgrass transplant studies along the City of White Rock shoreline in 2003, and a
mapping and monitoring study between 2004 and 2007.

Governance, Regulation and Permitting
There are several important regulatory and government requirements that must be addressed for
the proposed Sand Castle Competition and East Beach projects. First, recent changes to the
regulation have increased recognition and integration of Indigenous rights and title. In British
Columbia, the Province has a duty to consult and accommodate First Nations, where required, on
land and resource decisions that could impact their Indigenous Interests. Second, the discovery
of a midden during the construction of Memorial Park suggests that foreshore construction for
the proposed projects may uncover additional culturally important sites. Continuous engagement
and consultation with the First Nations are critical first steps for the permitting requirements.
From an environmental permitting perspective, the proposed projects are governed by the
following provincial and federal acts:
• Provincial:
o Land Act (RSBC 1996, c.245) –Shoreline Lease;
o Water Sustainability Act (SBC 2014, c.15);
o Environmental Management Act (SBC 2003, c.53);
o Wildlife Act (RSBC 1996, c.488) / Boundary Bay Wildlife Management Area;
and
o Environmental Assessment Act (SBC 2002, c.43).
• Federal:
o Fisheries Act (RSC 1985, c.F-14);
o Navigation Protection Act (RSC 1985, c.N-22);
o Canada Marine Act (SC 1998, c.10);
o Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (SC 2012, c.19);
o Migratory Birds Convention Act (SC 1994, c.22); and
o Railway Safety Act (R.S.C. 1985, c.32 (4th Supp.))
As Boundary Bay and Semiahmoo Bay are under the jurisdiction of the Wildlife Management
Act (WMA), activities that involve use, construction or modification of land or resources within
a WMA will need to be approved by the Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development (MFLNRO-RD). Only non-commercial public recreational activities are
allowed.
DISCUSSION
A summary of the recommended environmental effects is discussed below.
Sand Castle Competition
The beaches of Semiahmoo Bay are important nesting and rearing areas for migratory birds and
shorebirds, spawning and rearing habitat for forage fish, and support critical sensitive eelgrass
habitat in the low intertidal and shallow subtidal zone. In the offshore marine environment, the
Bay provides habitat for marine mammals and larger fish such as Pacific salmon. Event activities
occurring on the City of White Rock beach have the potential to interact with this sensitive
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ecosystem. Furthermore, the beach below high water is provincial Crown Land. The City of
White Rock’s proposed 2019 Canadian Open Sandcastle Competition may potentially impact the
environment impacts and is subject to regulatory requirements. Therefore, two location options
for the event were evaluated:
1) the beach using existing sand; and
2) an upland area using imported sand.
An on-beach event with the following limitations would help to avoid or minimize the potential
for effects on the environment:
• The event would take place over a single day;
• Only existing sand would be used to build the castles – no material would be imported,
and additives would not be allowed;
• No vehicles would be allowed onto the beach;
• Castle building would occur only in predefined areas;
• Beach clean-up would occur ahead of the incoming tide;
• There would be a maximum of 15 sandcastle ‘plots’ east of the pier and five to the west–
a total of 20 entries all-told;
• The locations of the plots could be adjusted to minimize the potential for environmental
effects and/or to meet regulatory requirements; and
• The competition would target amateur family-oriented teams rather than professional
builders.
A permit is required under the Wildlife Act. It is important to note that in a July 2018 letter to the
Mayor of White Rock, a Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development representative indicated that due to the environmental sensitivities in the WMA, an
on-beach event would likely not be authorized. Additionally, it is important to consult with
Semiahmoo First Nation, and potentially other local Indigenous Groups, as well as the Friends of
Semiahmoo Bay Society, with respect to the nature of the competition, restrictions and
mitigation strategies.
An event held in upland areas using trucked-in sand, above high-high water level, similar to the
Parksville Beach Festival held on Vancouver Island. The Parksville competition targets specialist
sandcastle builders, requires specific sand characteristics and glue to build and maintain the
sculptures and runs over a much longer period of time. The following assumptions are made for
this type of event:
• The event would be held near the shoreline in a defined area of parkland;
• Mitigation strategies would be implemented to prevent imported sand leaving the area;
• Sand would be imported and removed following the event;
• The event would target specialist builders; and
• The event would occur across multiple days.
If the sand can be retained within the park and off the beach the potential environmental effects
of the competition would relate to the trucking in and out and clean-up of sand. However,
holding the competition close to the beach could also increase the number of visitors to the beach
within the WMA. There is insufficient information available at this stage to determine how the
number of visitors to the beach would compare between an on-beach and an off-beach
competition.
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White Rock Pier Restaurant
Important considerations when siting the location of the Pier restaurant are access, egress, sea
level rise, fire protection, impacts on adjacent structures, and constructability versus ease of
permitting and environmental impacts. These environmental impacts relate to footprint,
sedimentation, shoreline, noise-related, opportunities for mitigation and/or offsetting, and sea
level rise. The restaurant deck elevation needs to be higher than existing Pier to account for sea
level rise.
As no optimal location for this structure from an environmental permitting perspective has been
identified, it is recommended to locate the restaurant in approximately the same location as the
former restaurants along the Pier. This location enables the construction of a route for egress,
emergency vehicle access, and delivery truck access that meets current seismic standards.
East Beach Erosion Protection
The proposed project involves shoreline protection and the creation of additional recreational
green space through land reclamation; this permanently impacts the environment as the shoreline
would be altered and intertidal and supratidal habitat would be destroyed by infilling. Therefore,
the City will need to fully offset the mid-intertidal habitat covered by the project’s footprint.
From a coastal engineering perspective, the proposed project is acceptable. It is recommended
that strong emphasis for enhancing habitat be integrated into the design.
Finlay Storm Discharge Upgrades
The upgraded storm outlet will replace the current storm outlet at Habgood. As the Habgood
outfall is on Semiahmoo First Nation land, there is an opportunity to engage and partner with the
Semiahmoo First Nation for the remediation of the outfall and surrounding area.
The supratidal and high-intertidal zones in Semiahmoo Bay are highly impacted. Construction of
a new outfall would provide opportunities to improve habitat. As the existing outfall interrupts
longshore current and causes sediment accumulation east of the outfall, modifying the outfall is
not expected to impact the beach.
Potential options for removing the beach obstruction include covering the outfall with shoreline
protection to allow pedestrians to walk over top or replacing the outfall with a shallow channel
that enables pedestrians to walk across it.
Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass
The project has a moderate risk of environmental impact as there is lack of recent data for the
existing environment conditions at the project area. The design for the proposed project must
address depth of beach score during design storm event, and access following a storm event. It is
recommended that stairs or ramps are incorporated into the foundation.
The Eelgrass beds are much closer to the shoreline at Coldicutt Park compared to other locations
in Semiahmoo Bay. Due to the lack of recent characterization of existing environmental
conditions, the promenade and pedestrian overpass project carry moderate risk of environmental
impact; this can be mitigated by gathering more technical information.
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Proposed foundations must address depth of beach scour during storms and maintaining access
following storms. Construction that incorporates stairs or ramps into the foundation is
recommended. Improvements to shoreline protection could potentially provide habitat offsetting
opportunities for other East Beach projects.
Marina Expansion
The marina expansion study reviews the existing marina conditions, determines the capacity,
size, amenity mix necessary to support a marina, and identifies all regulatory requirements and
permits necessary for construction and operation.
The environmental review was based on a desktop review of available literature and direct
experience on other coastal projects in the Lower Mainland. Formal assessment of potential
project effects and risk mitigation is still required to address gaps in existing knowledge.
Existing conditions data are generally considered to have a 5-year shelf life, such that regulatory
agencies will likely require recollection if data are over five years old. This is used to ensure the
accuracy of potential effects and mitigation measures is maximized.
It is important to highlight the presence of eelgrass at the head of the Pier and along the onshore
boundary of the basin for the existing marina floats, which is shown in Figure C. Eelgrass
meadows represent critical habitat for many life stages of marine animals, including rearing
habitat for young salmonids, spawning habitat for herring, and feeding habitat for marine
mammals.
RECOMMENDATION
For the sand castle competition, a permit from Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development is required under the Wildlife Act. Furthermore, it is
important to consult with Semiahmoo First Nation, and potentially other local Indigenous
Groups, as well as the Friends of Semiahmoo Bay Society, with respect to the nature of the
competition, restrictions and mitigation strategies.
For the East Beach projects, the following environmental execution strategy is recommended:
1) Consult First Nations and engage stakeholders.
2) Conduct habitat assessments and water quality sampling to establish baseline data.
3) Develop designs including mitigation strategies and habitat offsetting works.
4) Discuss lease application with Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development.
5) Request the BC Environmental Assessment Office to review the project.
6) Request for Department of Fisheries and Oceans authorization.
7) Apply to Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
for works in the WMA under the Wildlife Act.
8) Apply to Transport Canada for works in the navigable water.
For the Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass project, permits are required from Transport Canada under
the Railway Safety Act and from the BNSF.
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CONCLUSION
This report provides a summary of the potential environmental issues for the Sand Castle
Competition and the following East Beach waterfront projects: east beach erosion protection,
Finlay storm outfall upgrades, Coldicutt pedestrian overpass, marina expansion, and White Rock
Pier restaurant.

Respectfully submitted,

Jim Gordon, P.Eng.
Director, Engineering and Municipal Operations
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Appendix A
Map of the Project Locations

Marina
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On-Table

Marine Feasibility Studies
September 2018

Introduction


Westmar Advisors Inc., supported by Hatfield
Consultants, has been retained by the City of White
Rock to undertake a feasibility study in relation to
six projects planned along the East Beach
waterfront in White Rock, BC:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sandcastle Competition
Finlay Storm Discharge Upgrades
East Beach Erosion Protection
White Rock Pier Development (Restaurant)
Marina Market Study
Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass at Rail Crossing

Coldicutt Pedestrian
Overpass at Rail Crossing
White Rock Pier
Development
(Restaurant)
Marina
Expansion
East Beach
Erosion Protection
Finlay Storm
Discharge
Upgrades

Study Scope



Review of reference information
Prepare feasibility study that addresses
•
•
•

•
•
•

Environmental, geological, and coastal
interactions/effects
Identify eroded shoreline locations requiring
maintenance
Proposed mitigation measures:
- Shoreline storm protection (including the
promenade walkway);
- Reclaimed loss of green space due to erosion;
and
- Beach development plan.
Regulatory, permit, and/or tenant requirements,
including details of permit application processes.
Any other project development risks and
recommended mitigation measures.
Review economics of a potential marina expansion

Coldicutt Pedestrian
Overpass at Rail Crossing
White Rock Pier
Development
(Restaurant)
Marina
Expansion
East Beach
Erosion Protection
Finlay Storm
Discharge
Upgrades

Existing Environmental Conditions




Years of extensive hard-armouring within the high-intertidal and supratidal zones, used to
protect the BNSF from erosion, have created low-productivity conditions and prevented
natural sediment input from upland areas
Fish
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current conditions are much less favourable for spawning of small forage fish due to hard armouring
and a lack of sand/gravel recruitment
The sandy intertidal flats provide habitat for molluscs and crustaceans, as well as rearing habitat for
juvenile marine flatfish
Dungeness crabs and ghost shrimp can be found on the sandy flats of Semiahmoo Bay in high
numbers
Semiahmoo Bay may provide habitat for sensitive freshwater fish species such as sturgeon and pacific
salmonids
The Little Campbell River is noted as one of the few watercourses to contain Salish Sucker, a
threatened species under the federal Species at Risk Act
A recent list of freshwater and marine fish species that may occur in Boundary Bay includes 62 native
species illustrating high aquatic biodiversity in the area

Existing Environmental Conditions Cont’d


Birds
•
•



Marine Mammals
•
•
•



The Pacific flyway migration corridor passes over Semiahmoo Bay, making it an important link for over
1 million migratory shorebirds and waterfowl
The mudflats and eelgrass beds provide feeding opportunities for grebes, ducks, loons, gulls, and
many other birds including the protected Great Blue Heron and threatened Marbled Murrelet
Any marine mammals known to occur in the Strait of Georgia and/or Salish Sea may also occur in
Semiahmoo Bay at some point during the year
Grey whales have been observed, and the subtidal areas are known to provide feeding areas for
harbour seals, porpoises, and killer whales
There is a possibility that the Bay may provide feeding habitat for SARA-listed harbour porpoise and
South Resident Killer Whale

Little Campbell River Watershed
•
•

It is one of the most important salmon rivers in the Lower Mainland for its size, and contains a large
quantity of good quality, low-gradient fish habitat
Identified as one of the few rivers to contain a population of Salish Sucker, the river and associated
estuary/foreshore habitat provides habitat for other SARA-listed species such as Oregon Forestsnail,
Pacific Water Shrew, and Red-Legged Frog

Existing Environmental Conditions Cont’d


Eelgrass
•

•

•

Eelgrass meadows represent critical habitat for
many life stages of marine animals, including
rearing habitat for young salmonids, spawning
habitat for herring, and feeding habitat for marine
mammals

Semiahmoo Bay has large, continuous, eelgrass
beds within the subtidal zone, and some patches in
the mid- and low-intertidal
The stewardship group Friends of Semiahmoo Bay
Society conducted small-scale eelgrass transplant
studies along the City of White Rock shoreline in
2003, and a mapping and monitoring study
between 2004 and 2007

Governance Considerations


Indigenous Rights and Title
•

Some of the most important and recent changes to regulation and permitting in British Columbia
have been around an increased recognition and integration of Indigenous rights and title and
Indigenous input into risk and environmental assessments:
-

•

•
•

Proposed amendments to federal Fisheries Act (first reading; February 2018)
BC EAO duty to consult Indigenous groups

The discovery of a Semiahmoo midden during park expansion works in January 2018 points to the
likelihood that foreshore construction for the proposed projects will uncover additional culturally
important sites

Building trust and fostering positive relationships through continuous engagement with Indigenous
groups are critical first steps
Meaningful consultation must be initiated with interested Indigenous groups and cooperative
relationships established

Governance Considerations Cont’d


Regulatory Roadmap – Collaborative approach with City building and fire protection staff
•
•
•
•



Environmental Permitting
•
•

•



Access and egress
Evacuation capacity and routes
Ambulance and fire
Seismic performance

Provincial: Land Act; Water Sustainability Act; Environmental Management Act; Wildlife Act; and
Environmental Assessment Act
Semiahmoo Bay is part of the Boundary Bay Wildlife Management Area (WMA), under the Wildlife
Act, which prohibits the alteration, destruction, or damage to wildlife habitat that is harmful to wildlife
or wildlife habitat without a permit.
Federal: Fisheries Act; Navigation Protection Act; Canada Marine Act; Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act; Migratory Birds Convention Act; and Railway Safety Act

Stakeholder Engagement (partial list):
•
•

Indigenous Groups
Non-profit stakeholders (e.g., Friends of Semiahmoo Bay Society, Boundary Bay Assessment and
Monitoring Partnership, Little Campbell Watersheds Society)

Sandcastle Competition


Two options reviewed:
•

•

Option 1 - On-Beach Event Below High-High Water Level
- The event would take place over a single day
- Only existing sand would be used to build the castles – no
material would be imported or additives allowed
- No vehicles would be allowed onto the beach
- Castle building would occur only in predefined areas
- Beach clean-up would occur ahead of the incoming tide
- There would be a maximum of 15 sandcastle ‘plots’ east of the
pier and five to the west with locations adjusted to minimize
the potential for effects or to meet regulatory requirements
- The competition would target amateur family-oriented teams
Option 2 – Upland Event
- Event held near the shoreline in a defined area of parkland
- Mitigation implemented to prevent imported sand leaving
- Sand imported and removed following the event
- The event would target specialist builders
- The event would occur across multiple days

Sandcastle Competition


Potential Environmental Effects and Mitigation
Measures:
•

•

Option 1 - On-Beach Event Below High-High Water Level
- Potential to adversely effect fish and fish habitat unless the
interactions are properly mitigated
- Interactions with most fish species are likely minimized due
to the event occurring in the mid- to high-intertidal during
low tide, on exposed sand
- The beach falls within the Wildlife Management Area (WMA)
but the upper west beach appears to be excluded
- May increase the number of visitors to the beach within the
WMA
- Potential to disturb these sensitive bird species
Option 2 – Upland Event
- If the sand can be retained within the park area and off the
beach the potential environmental effects of the competition
would relate to the trucking in and out and clean-up of sand
- Holding the competition close to the beach could also
increase the number of visitors to the beach within the WMA

Sandcastle Competition


Conclusions:
•
•

•

•

•

•

On-beach competitions are quite different in scale compared to
upland competitions
On-beach event has the potential to cause environmental effects
but it is likely that they can be adequately mitigated and serious
harm to fish or fish habitat not expected
Consultation with Semiahmoo First Nation, and potentially other
local Indigenous Groups, as well as the Friends of Semiahmoo
Bay Society, with respect to nature of the competition and the
restrictions and mitigations to be implemented is recommended
The White Rock lease covering the beach has expired and it
would be necessary to establish a land tenure or get permission
from the provincial government
A permit under the Wildlife Act for an on-beach competition may
also be required. Need to demonstrate that the competition is
consistent with objectives of WMA. Management Area Plan that
defines objectives has not been updated since 1993
An upland event provides an alternative option if environmental
and regulatory requirements cannot be achieved or a larger scale
event is preferred

Finlay Storm Discharge Upgrades


Project Description
•
•



The City is looking to upgrade to the storm outlet at
Finlay Street to increase discharge capacity
The upgraded storm outlet will replace the current
storm outlet by Habgood Street

Semiahmoo First Nation Engagement
•

•

•

The Habgood Street outfall currently sits on
Semiahmoo First Nation lands, which would require
specific approvals for access.
There is an opportunity to partner with Semiahmoo
First Nation in the remediation of the existing Habgood
Pump Station outfall and the surrounding area. Detailed
surveys would be required to determine remediation
options, extent etc.
This outfall will have far lower flows going through it
once the diversion of the main storm water flows are
diverted to the Finlay Storm Discharge.

Finlay Storm Discharge Upgrades


Environmental Interactions
•
•
•
•



Marine and Geotechnical Interactions
•
•



Decommissioning Existing Pump Station - possible
downstream effects but likely also net positive effects
New Outfall - existing outfalls insufficient to carry
additional flow redirected from Habgood catchment
Opportunities for Habitat Mitigation - area already
impacted and new outfall provides improved habitat
As no lease would require agreement with provincial
government for any upgrades
Existing outfalls interrupt longshore current, resulting in
sediment accumulation
Modifying existing outfalls will not impact the beach

Feasible Options
•
•
•

Add new outfall/replace existing ones and cover with
shoreline protection to allow access over top
Replace outfalls with shallow channel that will be mostly
dry when beachgoers want to walk in the area
Articulated concrete can have planting placed in it

Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1
2
3

4
5

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•

Cooperative prioritization and decision making

•
•

Water quality sampling
Habitat surveys on Little Campbell River

•
•
•

Water quality sampling
Outfall design
Investigate potential for integration with East Beach Erosion Control

•

Any works below high water are on provincial crown land with no lease in place. Permission will be required for any
upgrades. Need to agree land tenure process with FLNRORD as a priority

 Baseline Data Requirements
 Design Development

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)
•

6

Application to FLNRORD for works in Wildlife Management Area under Wildlife Act – consultation required. Given
improvements to habitat and access should secure a permit. Permit required under Water Sustainability Act for works in and
about Little Campbell River

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada
•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization may be required depending on design. Improvements to habitat may avoid need for
authorization

7

 BC Environmental Assessment Office

8

 Transport Canada

•

No EA expected

•

Application to Transport Canada for works in navigable water may be required under Navigation Protection Act. However,
some outfall improvements are Minor Works not requiring approval

East Beach Erosion Protection


Project Description
•

The City is looking into options to protect and
rehabilitate the shoreline
1-hectare recreational area is being considered

•
•
•

East Beach Erosion Control Measures
Land Reclamation and the WMA
Opportunities for Mitigation and/or Offsetting

•

Gradual sloping sides of any land reclamation will result
in lower costs for ground improvement

•







Environmental Interactions

Shoreline Storm Protection
Seismic Design
Feasible Options
•
•

Land reclamation is not common in Metro Vancouver
over the last 10 years
Recommend that strong emphasis on habitat
enhancement be incorporated as part of design

Erosion Control - Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•
•

Input on proposed designs
Input on priority locations and ecosystem benefits

•

No further data required

•
•

Propose control measures to be employed
Propose linear extent of control measures

•

As no lease works below high water will require permission

•

Application to FLNRORD for permit under Wildlife Act, if works extend into WMA. Shoreline protection may be above WMA
boundary

2

 Baseline Data Requirements

3

 Design Development

4

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

5

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)

6

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada

7

 BC Environmental Assessment Office

8

 Transport Canada

•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization not expected to be required

•

EA requirement based on length of shoreline modified. Should not require an EA

•

Application to Transport Canada likely not required as included in Minor Works under Navigation Protection Act

Recreation - Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•
•

Input on proposed design / vision
Cooperative decision making for potential habitat compensation and priorities

•

Habitat assessments in mid-, low-, and upper-intertidal

•

Propose public space design / vision

•

A new lease would be required

•

Application to FLNRORD for works in Wildlife Management Area under Wildlife Act. If works not deemed consistent with
objectives of WMA may not be permitted

2

 Baseline Data Requirements

3

 Design Development

4

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

5

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)

6

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada

7

 BC Environmental Assessment Office

8

•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization expected to be required, including habitat offsetting

•

EA requirement based on length and area of shoreline impacted (>2 ha) or if Minister determines may have significant
impacts and in public interest. WMA could influence decision

 Transport Canada
•

Application to Transport Canada for works in navigable water under Navigation Protection Act

White Rock Pier Development (Restaurant)








Project Description
•
•

Restaurant connected to the Pier
Previous studies looked at several locations

•
•
•
•
•

Footprint-related effects
Sedimentation effects
Shoreline effects
Noise-related effects
Opportunities for mitigation and/or offsetting

•

Restaurant deck elevation needs to be higher than
existing Pier

Environmental Interactions

Sea Level Rise

Seismic Design
•

Pier and dike could fail during earthquake prescribed
by current code and could impact restaurant

(from PWL + WorleyParsons)

White Rock Pier Development (Restaurant)


Development and Regulatory Considerations
•



Feasible Option
•

•
•



Access, Egress and Fire Protection

Move away from Pier and dike so ground improvement
will not adversely impact existing structures and
potential failure of these structures will not negatively
impact restaurant during seismic event
Pedestrian access ramps from the Pier to the restaurant
A separate structure adjacent to the Pier for egress,
emergency vehicle access, and truck delivery

Risks / Challenges
•
•
•
•

Footprint effects on intertidal habitat and the potential
mortality of fish
Adequate habitat and effects assessments followed by
implementation of sufficient mitigation
Will need to build out from land / staging
Regular vehicle crossing of rail line

Extent of Disturbance for
Ground Improvement

Potential Pile
Supported
Restaurant
Location

Cantilevered
Pedestrian
Access Area

Truck /
Emergency
Access
Route

Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•
•

Input on proposed designs
Cooperative decision making for potential habitat offsetting and priorities

•

Habitat assessments in and around restaurant footprint

•

Design is dependent on vendor type and lease agreement

•

Lease would be required for restaurant

•

Application to FLNRORD for works in Wildlife Management Area under Wildlife Act. If works not deemed consistent with
objectives of WMA may not be permitted

2

 Baseline Data Requirements

3

 Design Development

4

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

5

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)

6
7
8

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada
•
•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization expected to be required
Disposal at Sea permit if dredging from Environment Canada

•

EA requirement based on length and area of shoreline impacted (>2 ha) or if Minister determines may have significant
impacts and in public interest. WMA could influence decision

 BC Environmental Assessment Office
 Transport Canada
•

Application to Transport Canada for works in navigable water under Navigation Protection Act

Marina Market Study


Project Description:
•

•

Review the existing marina conditions including user
groups, occupancy rate, occupancy mix, and remaining
service life
Determine the capacity, size, amenity mix necessary to
support a marina that will:

- Eliminate rafting

- Generate additional revenues, which would optimally
cover operating and maintenance costs; and

- Attract additional visitors to the upland shops and services

•
•
•
•

Estimate annual revenue and operating costs

Develop plans related to potential marina sizes

Provide cost estimates for expanded marina options

Identify regulatory requirements and permits necessary
for construction and operation

Marina Market Study

Option A1 - Added Floats to Stop Rafting

Option A2 - Added Floats to Stop Rafting

Option 1 – 100 Slips
(50 West and 50 East)

Option 2 – 150 Slips
(100 West and 50 East)

Option 3 – 200 Slips
(100 West and 100 East)

Option 4 – 75 Slips to Minimize Dredging
(55 West and 20 East)

Marina Market Study


Potential Environmental Interactions:
•

•
•

•

•

Footprint Effects:

- The area of eelgrass destroyed for all options is a very small percentage of the total area of eelgrass in
Semiahmoo Bay
- Offset the habitat covered by the project footprint will be required

Sediment Effects

- Dredging activity will introduce sediments into the surrounding water

Shoreline Effects

- Extending the breakwater would result in changes to the shore line profile
- Increased sedimentation could be expected behind the extended breakwater, similar to that seen behind the
existing breakwater

Risks

- The lack of habitat assessments to identify all potentially impacted habitats in the intertidal and subtidal zones
presents a risk to the marina expansion
- There is limited information on the ecological objectives of the WMA under the Wildlife Act

Opportunities for Mitigation and/or Offsetting

- Projects along Semiahmoo Bay shoreline provide excellent opportunities for reclamation, remediation, and
offsetting work

Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•
•

Input on proposed designs
Cooperative decision making for potential habitat compensation and priorities

•

Habitat assessments in mid- and low-intertidal

•

Propose marina expansion options designs

•

Current public wharf lease only covers existing marina. Expansion would extend beyond requiring an expansion of the lease

2

 Baseline Data Requirements

3

 Design Development

4

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

5

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)
•

6
7

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada
•
•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization will be required for any dredging, including offsetting.
Disposal at Sea permit for dredging from Environment Canada

 BC Environmental Assessment Office
•

Most options are below threshold for EA requirements but minister can require an EA if may result in significant impact and
in public interest
WMA could influence decision

•

Application to Transport Canada for works in navigable water under Navigation Protection Act

•

8

Existing marina lease is excluded from the WMA. However, expansion extends beyond lease area. Therefore application to
FLNRORD for works in Wildlife Management Area under Wildlife Act. May not be issued if inconsistent with objectives of
WMA

 Transport Canada

Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass at Rail Crossing


Project Description
•
•



The City is proposing to install a pedestrian overpass,
crossing the rail track
A proposed ramp and landing platform would be
installed by the shoreline south of the railway

Environmental Interactions
•
•

•

Eelgrass beds are much closer to the shoreline at
Coldicutt Park compared to elsewhere
Due to the lack of recent characterization of existing
environmental conditions, the promenade and
pedestrian overpass project carry moderate risk of
environmental impact, mitigated by gathering more
technical information
Mitigation and/or Offsetting - Exploring the potential
for improving access to Coldicutt Creek for Pacific
salmon may provide a worthwhile and sufficient
compensation opportunity

Overhead
Walkway with
Stairs or Ramp
Down to
the Beach

Promenade
Adjacent to
Railway with
Culverts
Under the
Railway

Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass at Rail Crossing


Shoreline Storm Protection
•

•



Existing size, gradation, and placement of shoreline
protection has proven not to be adequate, given that
BNSF routinely adds new material following storms
Repeated placement of material has led to beach
having reduced areas for public use with rock extending
out from the base of the dike and it is more difficult for
vegetation to grow if the shoreline protection is shifting
Proposed foundation for overhead walkway must
address depth of beach scour during storms and
maintaining access following storms

Feasible Options
•

•

Robust construction that incorporates stairs or ramps
into the foundation rather than using lighter weight
materials, such as steel or wood
Upgrades to shoreline protection could potentially
incorporate habitat offsetting associated with other
planned projects

Environmental Execution Strategy
Priority
1
2
3

 Description

 First Nations Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement
•

BNSF cooperation on overpass design

•
•

Terrestrial habitat assessment including Coldicutt Creek
Habitat assessments in supratidal, intertidal zones

•
•

Finalize proposed overpass design
Propose new shoreline protection measures

•

No existing land tenure for the overpass on the beach. Should consult regarding requirements as a priority

•

Overpass may extend into WMA requiring permit. Incorporation of habitat enhancement should help secure permit

•

DFO Fisheries Act Authorization may be required. Improvements to habitat may avoid need for authorization

•

Not expected to require an EA

•
•
•
•

Notify Transport Canada of intent to construct road crossing under Railway Safety Act
Obtain non-objections from City of Surrey, City of White Rock, BNSF
May be able to apply for grant under s. 13(1) of the Railway Safety Act
Application to Transport Canada for works in navigable water under Navigation Protection Act unless falls under Minor
Works

 Baseline Data Requirements
 Design Development

4

 FLNRORD (Land Usage)

5

 FLNRORD (Water & Wildlife)

6

 Fisheries & Oceans Canada

7

 BC Environmental Assessment Office

8

 Transport Canada

Summary of Findings and Recommendations for Further Study



General
•
•



Need to engage with FLNRORD regarding lease and the WMA to confirm the objectives, activities,
restrictions, etc, particularly given there is only a draft plan from 1993

Sandcastle Competition
•
•



Early and meaningful engagement and consultation with Indigenous Groups will improve chances of
desirable regulatory outcome(s) for proposed projects

Permitting for either an on-beach or upland event is possible

Further work is recommended to confirm provincial requirements as shoreline lease expired and to
obtain a permit under the Wildlife Management Act for an on-beach competition unless an area outside
of the WMA can be identified for the competition

Finlay Storm Discharge Upgrades
•

Options identified to replace or add to the existing outfalls that include a shallow channel that can be
walked through or filling over top of the outfalls to allow pedestrians to walk over

Summary of Findings and Recommendations for Further Study



White Rock Pier Development (Restaurant)
•
•



Placement will be driven more by technical issues such as access, egress, and constructability over ease
of permitting as there is no optimal position from an environmental permitting perspective
Opportunities to offset impacts on shoreline should be identified and carried forward

•

Business plan and market study to be completed to confirm need and size required

•

Expanding the existing marina is technically feasible and can operate within the expected wind and
wave conditions at the site

Marina Expansion

•
•
•

Sensitive areas along the shoreline within the Wildlife Management Area due to the expected presence
of eelgrass could result in permitting challenges

Additional environmental studies required to ensure an accurate characterization of exiting conditions
There is a need to expand the area of the existing lease

Summary of Findings and Recommendations for Further Study



East Beach Erosion Protection and Land Reclamation
•
•
•



Additional environmental studies required to ensure an accurate characterization of exiting conditions

Construction costs for land reclamation is heavily influenced by structural design and use of sloped sides
will limit ground improvement costs so that more capital can go towards park landscape components

Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass at Railway
•
•
•
•



No additional areas requiring repairs to existing shoreline protection identified

Connection to the beach needs to be robust to withstand the marine environment conditions,
maintain slope stability, be constructible, and address archaeological finds
Proposed pathway susceptible to inundation by storm surges that will increase in frequency due to sea
level rise; raising the height of the path so that it could drain across the railway could be investigated
The shoreline protection has not been adequate even with regular additions by BNSF
Opportunity to upgrade shoreline protection so that it is more robust and has vegetation incorporated
into it such that it could provide habitat offsetting for other projects

Habitat Offsetting Strategy
•

Expanding the scope of early projects, such as the Coldicutt Pedestrian Overpass, to include additional
habitat mitigation areas could offset impacts from later projects and streamline permitting

